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NOMBRE DEL ESTUDIANTE_________________________GRUPO_______GRADO_________

1. Fill in these sentences with MYSELF, YOURSELF, HERSELF, HIMSELF, ITSELF,
OURSELVES, YOURSELVES or THEMSELVES.
 Every morning I wash

and clean my teeth.

 Jane is a baby, she is too small to eat by
.
 Peter is very lazy. He always copies his friend´s homework and never does it
by

.

 The children can decorate the Christmas tree by
 Julie is always looking at

in the mirror.

 If you can´t do this exercise by
 The cat cleans

.

, ask the teacher for help.

with its tongue.

 Don´t help us, Dad! I and Jim can paint the car all by

.

 You are five years old, Danny. You have to comb your hair by
 Hi, Martin! Hi, Rebeca! Please, come in and make

now.

at home.

2. Write five sentences with what you like and don’t like:






_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________

3. Underline the connectors and make sentences with them
A robot is a machine. But it is not just any machine. It is a special kind of machine. It is a
machine that moves. It follows instructions. The instructions come from a computer. Because
it is a machine, it does not make mistakes. And it does not get tired. And it never complains.
Unless you tell it to!
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
4. For each of the following sentences, choose the correct order of adjectives to fill in the
blank.
A.

His grandfather lives in the ________________________ house down the street.



big old yellow
yellow old big
old big yellow
The shop offers all kinds of _____________________ objects.




B.




interesting old antique
old antique interesting
old interesting Antique
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We went for a long walk on a __________________________ trail.



Beautiful new 5-mile
New, beautiful 5-mile
5-mile new, beautiful




5. According to information complete the sentences with the right form of comparative
adjective or superlative adjective.












Sally is (old)_________ than Ellen
Tom is the (old)_______________
Sally is (fat)_________ than Ellen
Tom is the (fat)_______________
Sally is (happy) ______ than Tom
Ellen is the (happy)___________
Tom is (good)________Than Sally
Ellen is the (good)____________
Ellen is (intelligent) ________Than Tom
Sally is the (intelligent)_____________

6. Make true sentences using these adjectives in the superlative form: dry | expensive | fast |
high | long | old | rich | tall.
1. Rhodium is the _________________ metal
2. Everest is The__________________ Mountain in the world
3. The Atacama Desert is the _____________place on Earth
4. The first-born son or daughter is the _____________child in the family
5. The Burj Khalifa is the _________________structure in the world
6. The cheetah is the __________________land animal
7. The Bang Na Expressway is the _______________road bridge in the world
8. Carlos Slim is the ____________________man in the world
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